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Lesson Plan
1. While and For loop
2. Coding Practice
3. Student survey



I can travel from there to here by 
disappearing, and here to there by 
reappearing.
What am I?



Loops



Harry Potter Time!
Say I want to read all 
the Harry Potter 
books.

How do I read a book??

Let’s come up with 
some steps!



Harry Potter Time!
Now I know how to read a 
book!

In order to read all the 
Harry Potter books, I will 
have to do that SEVEN TIMES.

How do we tell a computer to 
do something several times?



Loops
● A loop is a way to tell a computer to do 

something several times.
● There are two ways to make a loop: 

○ for loops and while loops
● (Wanna know a secret? They both do the same 

thing!)



For Loop (with Ice Cream)
I still want to eat all of the 
ice cream.

I am now all-knowing, so I know 
there are exactly 15 bites of 
ice cream in the bowl.

I will eat exactly one bite of 
ice cream at a time, but I will 
do that 15 times.



For Loops in JAVASCRIPT

for (var i = 0; i < 10; i = i + 1) { 

console.log(“Hello World!”)

}

This creates a 
variable i. We use it 
to count how many 

times to run the loop

This tells the loop 
to run once for 
every number 

between 0 and 10



While Loop (with Ice Cream)
I really like ice cream.

I want to eat all of the ice 
cream.

As long as there is still at 
least one bite of ice cream in 
the bowl, I will eat a bite of 
ice cream.



How many trees will you draw?

   int numberOfTrees = 0;

  while (numberOfTrees < 5) {

drawTree(); //drawTree() draws a tree

numberOfTrees = numberOfTrees + 1;

}

What is wrong with this code?

int numberOfRabbits = 0;

  while (rabbit < 5) {

drawRabbits();

}

Work it out!



How do we make this into a code with for-loop?

 int tree = 0;

  while (tree < 3) {

drawOneTree();

tree = tree + 1;

}

   int tree = 0;

  while (tree < 6) {

drawThreeTrees();

tree = tree+ 3;

}

Work it out!



CHALLENGE TODAY:

Try these!

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/co
mputer-programming/programming/looping/p
/challenge-a-loopy-landscape

And if you’re done….

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/co
mputer-programming/programming/looping/e

/review-loops

LOOPY 
LANDSCAPE
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Please fill out the survey at this link:
https://tinyurl.com/gwcstudentsurvey

Student Survey

https://tinyurl.com/gwcstudentsurvey

